
Week 1 ‘kn-’
Monday is Nounsday

knack

Tuesday is Adjectiveday

knowledgeable

Wednesday is Adverbday

knowingly

Thursday is Verbsday

knuckle down

Friday is Long-Word-Friday

knickknackatory



Click on the 
word for 

the 
definition.

knack

A skill that comes naturally to someone.

Dictionary Neighbours
Which words come before and after 

this word in the dictionary?

List Lines
Write a list of ten things for which you 

have ‘the knack’.

Limerick Lore
Create a limerick using this word (or 

haiku if you prefer).

Sentence Scribe
Write a sentence using this word.



Click on the 
word for 

the 
definition.

knitted

Made through the process of knitting 
(linking together, usually loops of yarn).

Words Within Words
How many other words can you make 

out of the letters in this word?

FANBOYS
Write a sentence using the word and a 

FANBOYS 
co-ordinating conjunction.

Alliteration Alert
Write an alliterative sentence including 

the word.

List Lines
Write a list of things that could be 

described as ‘knitted’.



Click on the 
word for 

the 
definition.

knowledgeably

In a way that shows great knowledge or 
understanding.

Shrink Rap
Say the word over and over, taking off 

the first letter each time. 

Word Families
Write as many words as you can that 

end in ‘-ably’.

Character Speech
Write a line of dialogue for a character 
that ends, “…she said, knowledgeably.”

Spellround
Write the word ten times forwards. 

Then, without looking at the word, spell 
it backwards out loud.



Click on the 
phrase for 

the 
definition.

knuckle down

To concentrate seriously on something and 
get to work at it.

Diary Date
Write a short diary entry of no more 

than three sentences using this word.

Character Speech
Write a line of dialogue for a teacher 

talking to a pupil, using this verb.

Tense Transform
Write the word in as many different 

tenses as you can. 
To make it even better, write full 
sentences using each example.

Pyramid Practice
Spell the word using 
a pyramid.

w
wo
wor

word



Click on the 
word for 

the 
definition.

knick-knacks

Objects, usually small and of low value.

What Is It Worth?
How many points is the word worth if 

A=1, B=2 and C=3, etc.?

Diary Date
Write a short diary entry of no more 

than three sentences using this word.

Describe and Scribe
Using this word, write a sentence (or two) 
describing walking into an old, ramshackle 

house.

Alphabetical Arrangement
Arrange all the letters of the word in 

alphabetical order.



Week 1 ‘kn-’ Consolidate It

Monday is Nounsday

knack

Tuesday is Adjectiveday

knitted

Wednesday is Adverbday

knowledgeably

Thursday is Verbsday

knuckle down

Friday is Long-Word-Friday

knick-knacks

Play spelling ping pong with a partner. 
To spell the word, take it in turns to say the next letter.



Complete the following advertisement and use as many of 
the Words of the Day as possible.

Week 1 – Writing Task

Word of the Week Points

knowledgeably 1
knack 2
knitted 2
knuckle down 2
knick-knacks 3

How many points can you score? 

W A N T E D 
ASSISTANT TO FATHER CHRISTMAS

The successful applicant will: 

• be a Christmas lover with respect 
for Christmas traditions…


